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Abstract: When a business has competitors that break a burdensome law, is it morally required to
obey this law, or may it break the law to avoid an unfair competitive disadvantage? Though this
ethical question is pervasive in the business world, many non-skeptical theories of the obligation
to obey the law cannot give it a clear answer. A broadly Kantian account, by contrast, can explain
why businesspeople ought to obey laws of a certain type even under competitive pressure,
namely laws that play a direct role in defining rights to use physical or financial resources free
from substantial interference. Businesspeople must obey these laws even at the cost of allowing
their businesses to fail and even when the acts proscribed are mala prohibita. This argument for
obeying the law in competitive contexts has limited scope. Considerations of fairness or selfpreservation may justify violating laws of other types under competitive pressure.

Many laws and regulations are incompletely enforced, in the sense that the incentives for
compliance are often insufficient to motivate a purely self-interested person to comply. Consider
a tax law that applies to cash transactions not subject to third-party withholding or reporting.
Even if there are stiff penalties on the books for underreporting cash transactions, the chance of
being caught underreporting these transactions is slight. Purely self-interested people may
calculate that it is in their interest to underreport cash transactions and to evade the tax. When
laws are incompletely enforced, people face an ethical question whether to comply with law for

reasons other than narrow self-interest. This ethical question is acute when individuals or
businesses face pressure from law-breaking competitors. Suppose that a small business receives
much of its income in cash, and the business owner knows that some competitors underreport
their cash income. The business owner may want to pay taxes honestly, but doing so will involve
accepting a competitive disadvantage. If competition is tight and profit margins are slim, the
business may be unable to comply with tax law without operating at a loss. Does the business’s
interest in competing on equal terms or in staying in operation justify breaking the law? Or is this
business owner ethically required to make the business “prey to others”?1
Competitive pressure raises a distinctive ethical problem for theories of political
obligation. All non-skeptical accounts of the moral obligation to obey the law explain why
people are sometimes ethically required to comply with burdensome laws. Many accounts
struggle to say whether people and businesses ethically must accept the burden of complying
with laws and regulations that competitors break. More specifically, they struggle to say whether
competitive pressure can justify lawbreaking when the laws in question attempt to create or to
alter people’s duties for the sake of organizing a valuable form of cooperation.2 Indisputably,
some forms of injustice in the distribution of the benefits and burdens of cooperation justify
people in refusing to cooperate. Arguably, the burdens of complying with law are unfair to
economic producers when the costs of compliance are high, competition is tight, and competitors
either flout the law with impunity or accept light penalties as costs of doing business. It is a
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difficult question whether this form of injustice to law-abiding businesses justifies defensive
lawbreaking.
I shall argue that many non-skeptical accounts of the moral obligation to obey the law
cannot give this question a clear answer. Fair play accounts struggle to answer this question
because it is unclear how people ought to balance the unfairness they would inflict on others by
breaking the law against the unfairness they experience by complying with a law competitors
flout.3 Many other theories of the obligation struggle to answer this question because they defend
only a pro tanto obligation to obey the law, which moral considerations (including considerations
of justice) potentially outweigh.4 By contrast, a broadly Kantian approach to the obligation to
obey the law offers a clear and plausible answer to the question whether there is a moral
obligation to obey the law under competitive pressure.
I shall not discuss Kant’s own account of the obligation to obey the law, which is both
opaque and controversial.5 Instead, I rely on only two elements of Kantian moral and political
theory that I hope will be acceptable to many non-consequentialists. First is a limited form of the
Formula of Universal Law: if it would be inconsistent with one’s purposes to endorse others
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acting according to a certain “maxim,” or way of reasoning, one should refrain from acting
according to this maxim oneself.6 Second is the view that rights to financial resources and to
most physical resources, including resources on which all businesses rely, are established by
positive law.7 Though there may be a natural right to have a system of property, and there may be
natural rights concerning the form that system should take, there are few or no natural rights to
specific things. Building on these premises, I argue that there is a moral obligation to obey
resource-allocation law even in the face of competitive pressure. The obligation has exceptions,
however, and it does not extend to all of the just laws a state might choose to enact.
This Kantian account supports two significant conclusions. First, people are sometimes
ethically required to let businesses fail rather than break laws against mala prohibita, acts that
would not be wrong if there were no legal prohibition against them. Second, people are
sometimes justified in breaking just laws. I consider the first of these conclusions both more
important and more surprising.
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Lawbreaking and unfair competitive pressure

1

I shall begin by briefly describing how competitive pressures can make compliance with
the law distinctively burdensome and why these burdens are unfair. There are many competitive
activities in which lawbreaking can give someone an unfair competitive advantage. This article
focuses on unfair competitive advantages that affects people’s opportunity to make a living as
they choose. Losing a job, being denied a university place, or experiencing the failure of one’s
business is a serious loss. People have a legitimate interest in protecting themselves from
experiencing such losses unfairly. For simplicity of exposition, I will present my arguments as
they apply to competition among businesses, though they also apply to competition among
individuals.8 I leave open whether unfairness in forms of competition that do not affect people's
livelihood, e.g. competition for social status, raises the same issues for the ethics of breaking the
law.
Suppose that the market for widgets is perfectly competitive. People make purchasing
decisions about widgets based solely on price, and buyers can efficiently comparison shop.
Widget producers do not compete on product quality, nor do they differentiate themselves from
competition through branding. Widget producers are thus price-takers: if their price exceeds the
market price, they will have no customers. Suppose further that the cost of complying with a
certain law (say, a tax) exceeds the profit margin of any firm in this industry, even after taking
account the benefit of avoiding legal penalties. Suppose finally that all firms in the industry have
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previously been law-abiding. One widget-maker with significant market share now starts
breaking the law, and it lowers its price by an amount greater than its competitors’ margin per
unit. Other widget-makers will be forced to match this lower price. If they do not join their
competitor in breaking the law, they will be unable to continue selling widgets at the same
volume without operating at a loss.
Several outcomes are possible for law-abiding widget firms. First, if the law abiding
firms can operate at a loss temporarily, they may be able to bring pressure to bear on the
lawbreaking firm. If the law in question gives competitors of lawbreakers a private cause of
action, they could sue. If a lawsuit is not an option, perhaps law-abiding firms could lobby for
stricter enforcement. That may or may not be feasible; it is infeasible if the law in question is
inherently difficult to enforce (e.g. a tax law as applied to an industry in which many transactions
are in cash). Perhaps they could instead conduct a publicity campaign shaming the law-breaker
and persuading customers to boycott. That, too, may or may not be feasible. If no strategy for
pressuring the law-breaking competitor is available, perhaps law-abiding firms could keep
operating profitably if there are cost-cutting measures they have previously chosen not to take
(e.g. cutting wages) or if they could lower per unit production costs by producing at a smaller
scale. If operating profitably in this environment is impossible, following the law will likely
result in the death of the firm, since few businesses can afford to operate at a loss long term.
The case I have just described is extreme. Pressure from a law-breaking competitor will
be less serious if the cost of compliance is lower or if the law-breaking competitor is small and
has little ability to increase production. Pressure from a law-breaking competitor may be less
serious if a firm is not a price-taker. For example, if a law-abiding firm can differentiate its brand
through marketing, it may be able to charge an above-market price. Even if a firm has market
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power (i.e. is not a price-taker), lawbreaking can enable a competitor to gain an unfairly large
market share. If the costs of compliance are high enough, law-breaking by a competitor could put
a firm with market power out of business.
In competitive markets of any type, it is a richly empirical question whether law-abiding
firms can survive in competition with lawbreakers. No doubt businesspeople may sometimes be
tempted to deceive themselves about the facts, and mistakenly to judge that a law-abiding firm
cannot compete successfully against a lawbreaker. Sometimes, though, businesspeople will
rightly judge that their business cannot survive pressure from a lawbreaking competitor without
following suit. These businesspeople undeniably would face an unfair competitive environment.
The difficult ethical question is whether the unfairness of this competitive pressure justifies
businesspeople in breaking the law.
2

Limits of other accounts
Many theories of the duty to obey the law struggle to say anything about whether and

why there is an obligation to obey the law even in the face of competitive pressure. The core of
the problem many theories face is that they allow unfairness in the distribution of the benefits
and burdens of law-governed activity to justify disobedience. Fair play theories derive a moral
obligation to obey the law from an argument that disobedience would (in some contexts) involve
unfairness to law-abiding citizens. If compliance with law under competitive pressure would
involve becoming a victim of a more serious form of unfairness than the unfairness one would
inflict on others by lawbreaking, the fair play argument for obeying law is incomplete. Many
other theories of the obligation to obey the law defend only a pro tanto obligation to obey the
law, which considerations of justice can outweigh. These theories cannot explain why the
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unfairness of becoming a victim of lawbreaking competitors does not justify following suit to
protect one’s own business.
Some theories of the duty to obey the law do not condition the duty on substantive justice
in the law. Among these are some consent-based accounts and some democracy-based accounts.
These accounts do not face the limitation I identify in this section. But many of these theories do
condition the duty to obey on a demanding standard of procedural justice or legitimacy. Consentbased theories support a duty to obey the law in actual societies only if people have, in fact,
given morally significant consent to the authority law claims. This is controversial at best.9
Likewise, one must take an optimistic view of the political process in contemporary democracies
to think that these democracies satisfy the standards of legitimacy laid out in typical democracybased accounts of the duty to obey.10 This section will focus on theories that apply to many
actual societies, including flawed democracies, even if we do not choose to interpret these
societies’ political processes in an optimistic light.
Fair play
Fair play accounts of the obligation to obey the law build on an ethical prohibition on
free-riding. They propose that breaking the law is wrong in much the same way that it is wrong
to jump the turnstiles on the subway. Rider support of subways is a cooperative scheme. The
subway system will function well, benefiting riders, only if most riders pay their fares. That said,
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it is possible for a few people to jump the turnstiles and use the system to get where they want to
go for free. The fair play principle holds that turnstile jumping raises an issue of fairness.
Accepting the benefits of the subway system without taking on the burdens raises issues of fair
play.
Legal systems organize various forms of cooperation in which compliance with rules
produces public benefits. Cooperation with the tax system funds government functions that
provide collective security. Cooperation with traffic law helps to keep the roads and streets safe
and to enable people to travel quickly. Many forms of cooperation organized by law differ from
the rules of the subway in that one cannot opt out of the benefits of cooperation. Why must
people accept the burdens of law-organized cooperation nonetheless? Klosko’s fair play theory
gives a two-part answer to this question.11 First, there is a duty to accept the burdens of
cooperating in the provision of a nonexcludable good if (i) it is worth participants’ effort, (ii) it is
presumptively beneficial, and (iii) its benefits and burdens are fairly distributed.12 Protection
against foreign invasion is an example. Second, in modern societies, presumptively beneficial
goods cannot be provided unless government also provides some package of other goods that are
not presumptively beneficial. For instance, effective defense requires a well-functioning
transportation system, which could take various forms (no one of which is presumptively
beneficial). There is a fair play obligation to cooperate with government’s provision of this
package of other public goods if there is a fair procedure for deciding which package of public
goods shall be provided, and if there is a good-faith argument for the fairness of the outcome.
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Fair play theory nicely explains why there is a moral obligation to do one’s part in laworganized cooperative activities (e.g., paying taxes) when all or nearly all of one’s fellow citizens
are doing theirs. The theory’s implications are less clear when many of one’s fellow citizens obey
the law and many others break it. Under these circumstances, the choice whether to obey a
burdensome but socially valuable law is a choice between contributing to unfairness and being a
victim of it. Breaking the law is unfair to fellow citizens who accept the burdens of compliance.
Obeying the law makes one a victim of the many free-riders. When some form of unfairness is
inevitable, why does one have an obligation to become a victim of unfairness rather than a
contributor to it? Klosko’s fair play theory does not answer this question. The theory explains
why there is an obligation to do one’s part only when the distribution of benefits and burdens is
at least arguably fair. When some firms in a competitive market accept the burdens of complying
with law and others do not, the burdens of cooperation are unfairly distributed. This unfairness is
both clear and large when complying with a law competitors break would involve a serious risk
of business failure. Moreover, the unfairness one would experience by complying with law is
arguably more serious than the contribution one would make to the unfairness of the system by
breaking the law (given that there are already many lawbreakers putting pressure on law-abiding
businesses).13 So fair play theory does not offer a straightforward defense of an obligation to
obey the law under competitive pressure.
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Defeasible obligations to obey the law
Cases involving competitive pressure also present a problem for accounts of the
obligation to obey the law that only defend a defeasible or pro tanto obligation to obey.
Wellman’s samaritan theory of the duty to obey the law is an example.14 Wellman argues that we
have moral duties to help others who are “imperiled” and we can help “at no unreasonable cost
to ourselves.”15 When we can rescue others in peril by doing our part in a collective project, and
participating is not unreasonably costly, we have a moral duty to participate. Widespread
compliance with just law is required to protect people from the perils of the state of nature. The
burdens of complying with the just laws of a legitimate state are not unreasonable. So there is a
duty to obey the just laws of a just state. But this duty is only a “prima facie” duty.16 It can be
outweighed by competing considerations.
Since the duty to obey the law can be outweighed, on Wellman’s account, it is unclear
whether businesspeople facing pressure from lawbreaking competitors have an all-thingsconsidered duty to obey the laws competitors break. People have reason to avoid becoming
victims of unfairness. Does this consideration outweigh the general moral duty to obey the law?
Wellman’s stated conclusion leaves this unclear. Moreover, samaritan duties are limited to
rescues that are not unreasonably costly. If the costs of complying with certain laws are
unreasonable, we do not have a samaritan duty to comply with these laws. The cost of complying
with a burdensome law in the face of pressure from lawbreaking competitors is arguably
unreasonable.
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A similar limitation affects Gilbert’s plural subject theory of political obligation.17 Her
theory builds on a broader theory of obligation to groups. When all the members of a group
either explicitly or tacitly express commitment to doing something as a group, each person in the
group acquires a pro tanto obligation to do what they committed to doing. This obligation is not
always a decisive reason for action, but it is a sufficient reason for action. For example, if two
people have a joint commitment to walk somewhere together, each person has reason during the
walk to resist inclinations to dart off in another direction without explanation. The plural subject
theory of political obligation proposes that the people of a political community have a pro tanto
obligation to obey the law when they are jointly committed, as a group, to upholding their system
of government. One indication that individuals see themselves as committed to upholding a
system of government, together with fellow citizens, is that they refer to the government as
“ours.” If one has expressed readiness to join fellow citizens in upholding a legal order, breaking
the law is like darting off in a different direction while walking with a group. One should not do
this without justification.
That businesspeople have a pro tanto obligation to obey the law does not settle the
practical question they face. The more important question is whether they have all-things
considered reason to obey the law under competitive pressure. Gilbert claims that the obligation
associated with joint commitment takes precedence over inclinations and self-interest.18 But it
does not take precedence over moral considerations, possibly including considerations of
fairness. If obeying the law in the face of competitive pressure would impose an unfair burden on
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law-abiding companies, it is unclear on Gilbert’s account whether companies or their agents have
all-things-considered reason to obey the law.
Cases involving competitive pressure present a problem for any theory of the obligation
to obey the law that allows the obligation to be conditional on the fairness of the distribution of
the burdens of law-organized cooperation. To show that there is an all-things-considered
obligation to obey the law under competitive pressure, it would be necessary to show that an
unfair distribution of the benefits of cooperation does not necessarily excuse or justify
lawbreaking. Any plausible theory of obeying the law has to acknowledge that some forms of
injustice justify law-breaking (or at least breaking social norms that are widely regarded as
laws).19 So to show that there is a duty to obey the law under pressure from lawbreaking
competitors, we would need a way to distinguish forms of injustice that justify lawbreaking from
forms of injustice that do not.20
3

Kantianism and the obligation to obey resource allocation laws
I propose that we should distinguish injustice in the content of the law from injustice in

the benefits and burdens of social cooperation that results from individuals’ choices. Kantian
ethical principles can explain why this distinction matters in the context of a particular type of
law: laws that play a role in defining rights to use physical or financial resources free from
substantial interference. Given two broadly Kantian assumptions, it is possible to explain why
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there is a moral obligation to obey laws of this type even under competitive pressure. For brevity,
I shall call laws of this type “resource allocation laws.” This phrase is a term of art. The category
I label “resource allocation laws” does not include laws prohibiting minor interferences with
someone’s rights to a resource. Laws against simple trespass and minor parking regulations are
examples. Though there may be good ethical reasons to comply with laws of the latter type, my
argument for obeying the law under competitive pressure will not extend to them.
Many laws help to define the conditions in which an individual or organization has an
entitlement to use a resource in some set of ways, free from substantial interference. For
example, the law of landlord and tenant identifies the ways in which leases can be formed, the
rights to rental property that landlords have, the rights tenants have, and the forms of interference
that substantially violate these rights. Any law that directly requires the transfer of a physical or
financial resource from one individual or organization to another plays a role in defining rights to
use these resources. Tax law, for example, plays a role in defining rights to use financial
resources, as it entitles an organization (the government) to use a resource (certain sums of
money).21 A refusal to perform a legally required transfer of a resource substantially interferes
with the rights of the person or organization that was to receive the transfer. Many public law
regulations are resource allocation laws in this sense. Laws against air pollution give the public
an entitlement to use air that is free from certain kinds of artificial contamination.22 A city
regulation establishing a taxi medallion system gives medallion holders a right to use a resource
(the city streets) in a certain way (offering taxi rides for hire) free from competition from
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unlicensed taxis. Establishing an illegal ride-sharing service would substantially interfere with
medallion owners’ legal rights.
Though many laws help to define rights to use physical and financial resources free from
substantial interference, many do not. As mentioned before, these include laws against minor
violations of (private or public) private property rights that do not substantially interfere with
their rightful use. There are also many laws that affect the distribution of resources in society but
that do so only indirectly. Consider a law prohibiting the possession of certain dangerous objects.
Noncompliance with this law could affect the allocation of resources by affecting the frequency
of accidental property damage, but the prohibition on possessing dangerous objects does not
directly grant anyone any entitlement to use a resource. Another type of law that does not have a
direct role in the allocation of physical and financial resources is the law of intellectual property.
Though intellectual property law affects the finances of many people and organizations, it does
not directly entitle anyone to any financial (or physical) resources. Though I do not deny that
there is a moral obligation to respect intellectual property law or laws against possessing
dangerous objects, I shall focus on the question whether competitive pressure can ever justify
breaking laws that directly concern rights to use physical and financial resources.
Every business requires physical and financial resources. Every business requires a space
where it can operate without interference, and thus requires rights of some kind to land. Every
business also requires rightful control over movable property that is not in the immediate
physical possession of anyone associated with that business. At a minimum, a business needs to
be able to keep records. Business owners and operators also need to be able to control financial
resources. They need to be able to pay for labor and other costs, and in a profit-oriented
economic system, business owners need to have publicly recognized entitlements to (after-tax)
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business earnings. So all businesspeople are rationally committed to their business having
property rights to physical resources and to financial resources, rights that others recognize and
generally respect. Indeed, they are not committed merely to the abstract possibility of their
business having property rights that others respect. They are committed to demanding that others
respect the very property rights that their businesses currently claim, or at least those rights that
are critical to the operation of their business. (They may not be committed to demanding that
others refrain from harmless trespass or other minor property rights violations.)
From this commitment and two broadly Kantian premises, there follows a duty to obey
resource allocation law. The first premise is that the rights to physical and financial resources on
which businesses rely are largely, perhaps entirely, creations of law. There is a debate in political
philosophy about the extent of law’s role in determining the allocation of resources. Some
thinkers, including Locke, argue that there can be determinate natural property rights, property
rights whose existence is independent of human-created law and custom.23 I do not wish to enter
the debate about whether a regime of natural property rights is possible in principle, and I
certainly do not deny that there are universal principles of justice in resource allocation. It is
obvious, however, that law plays a role in the allocation of resources in most actual societies.
Modern forms of money, stock, and other financial instruments are creations of law. Ownership
of a resource created by the law is not a natural property right. Many legally recognized property
claims to physical resources could not derive from natural morality alone. Many parcels of land,
for instance, have at some point in history changed hands by force or fraud. Their current legal
owners (or lessors) thus could not have a Lockean natural property right in them. If there is a
moral obligation to respect the existing allocation of resources (not to steal, not to counterfeit
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money, not to cheat on one’s taxes, and so forth), this obligation must derive at least in part from
an obligation to respect legal determinations about who may use what things.
The second broadly Kantian premise is a limited form of the Formula of Universal Law:
if it would be inconsistent with one’s purposes to endorse others acting according to a certain
“maxim,” or way of reasoning, one should refrain from acting according to this maxim oneself.
This limited form of the Formula of Universal Law is a one-directional conditional. I do not
claim that it exhausts the content of morality; I claim only that people reason immorally about
what to do if their reasoning fails this test.24 For the Formula of Universal Law to provide a valid
test of moral reasoning, it must be applied only to maxims that present agents’ reasoning
accurately. Moreover, maxims subjected to the test must present the agent’s reasoning as
reasoning. If a maxim calls for a certain action in some circumstance and not others, it must
indicate a rationale for the distinction.
Maxims must also be formulated to include relevant conditions that people may not
specify when explaining their actions in casual conversation. This requirement is important to the
correct Kantian evaluation of maxims in competitive contexts. “I will take the first place in line”
is an incompletely specified maxim. Were the Formula of Universal Law applied to this
incomplete maxim, it implausibly suggests that taking the first place in line would be wrong. I
cannot endorse others getting first in line if I am trying to do so. But the formula yields plausible
results when applied to maxims that specify the conditions under which one will act. The maxim
“I will take the first place in line no matter what” fails the test, and it should. Willingness to get
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to the front of a line by shoving others away is an immoral attitude. The maxim “I will take first
place in line if no one has gotten there first” passes the test. Kantian ethics does not condemn all
forms of competition, but it does call for ethical constraints on competitive behavior.
I shall argue that the limited Formula of Universal Law, when applied to the actions of
businesspeople committed to the social recognition of their business’s property rights, yields an
obligation to respect the legally-defined property rights of other individuals and organizations.
The argument is not straightforward, because we must first identify the maxim or reasoning the
businessperson must oppose others using. Clearly the businessperson must condemn others
acting on a maxim of ignoring all legally defined property rights. If the businessperson endorsed
this maxim, the businessperson might thereby endorse others interfering with her business’s use
of its resources. Since it would be inconsistent with the businessperson’s commitments to
endorse others ignoring all legally defined property rights, the Formula of Universal Law implies
that the businessperson cannot rationally or ethically adopt a maxim of disrespect for all property
rights.
Might the businessperson adopt a maxim of respect only for just property rights, though?
Suppose that a businessperson correctly believes that her business’s property rights are just and
that some other resource allocation rules (e.g. the tax code) are unjust. This businessperson could
consistently demand that others respect her business’s just property rights while maintaining that
she and her firm are morally permitted to violate the resource allocation rules that are unjust.
There is a problem with this stance, however, if reasonable people can disagree about what rules
of resource allocation are just. If everyone adopts a practice of following resource allocation
rules only when they think these rules just, then resource allocations that are in fact just will be
generally respected only when all reasonable people regard them as just. Those aspects of the
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resource allocation that are in fact just but that reasonable people reasonably disagree about will
not be generally respected. Since a businessperson should fear that the justice of some aspect of
her business’s property rights or her individual property rights could at some point be publicly
questioned, she should not endorse a practice of following only those resource allocation rules
that are in fact just. She should instead adopt an attitude of deference toward those publicly
enacted resource allocation rules that could reasonably be regarded as just rules. Businesspeople
thus have an obligation to obey resource allocation laws that are not transparently unjust.
Businesspeople might try to argue that it is transparently unfair for there to be certain
types of resource allocation laws (e.g. tax laws) that are incompletely enforced in a competitive
industry. But incompletely enforced laws are not transparently unfair when there are good
reasons for these laws to exist and good reasons for them to be incompletely enforced. Full
enforcement of a law might require excessive public expenditure on policing or the imposition of
disproportionate punishments. Full enforcement might also involve objectionable violations of
privacy.25 Or full enforcement may be simply impossible. For example, it is impossible fully to
enforce business income taxes as applied to cash transactions. No doubt there is an injustice
when a burdensome law is incompletely enforced and some of a law-abiding firm’s competitors
violate that law. But neither the content of tax law nor the inaction of the executive branch is
clearly to blame. The blame for the injustice falls exclusively on the law-breaking competitors.
Can lawbreaking in business be justified by the unfairness resulting from competitors’
lawbreaking, as opposed to unfairness in the content of the law or in a government decision not
to enforce it fully? Suppose that a business adopts a policy of breaking incompletely enforced
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resource-allocation laws only to prevent being a victim of unfairness resulting from others’
violation of incompletely enforced resource-allocation laws. If some of its competitors do not
pay taxes on their cash income, it will be a victim of unfairness if it complies with the tax. It
therefore chooses not to pay tax on its cash income to avoid being a victim of unfairness. But if a
business does this, its own property rights will become morally insecure. Tax evasion is theft
from the public. If businesses evade taxes, all members of the public will be victims of injustice.
Suppose that members of the public act on the same principle the defensively tax-evading
business has adopted: they will violate resource allocation law to avoid becoming victims of
injustice. They might carry out this principle by shoplifting or pilfering from businesses they
believe to be avoiding taxes, with the motive of imposing a comparable burden.26 This sort of
vigilantism is bad, but a tax-evading business would have no moral standing to complain about
it. A business cannot rationally be indifferent to the moral security of its claims to private
property. So it cannot endorse everyone acting on a maxim of violating resource-allocating law
to prevent unfairness in the distribution of the burdens of complying. A business ethically must
comply with property law, tax laws and other resource-allocating laws, even in the face of
pressure from law-breaking competitors.
This argument for a moral obligation to obey resource-allocation law does not condition
the obligation on the government’s constitutional form. It applies equally in democratic and nondemocratic societies. This conclusion may appear troubling. It is seemingly in tension with the
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widely-defended view that the obligation to obey democratically-created law derives in part from
the democratic character of the constitution.27 My conclusion that there is a moral obligation to
obey some laws in undemocratic states should not be troubling in light of the conclusion’s
limitations. First, it only applies to laws that people could reasonably regard as just. If the
content of a law is indisputably unjust, nothing in the above argument precludes disobeying it.28
Second, the argument only concerns disobedience motivated either by simple self-interest or by a
desire to avoid an unfair competitive disadvantage. The argument is silent about the ethics of
civil disobedience. Individuals and companies in a non-democratic society may be justified in
breaking the law to promote democracy, to express dissent, or to protect themselves or others
from violations of natural rights. But a company cannot justify refusing to pay minimum wage
by pointing out that the minimum wage law was not democratically enacted.
4

Limits of the obligation to obey the law
Though there is an obligation to obey resource-allocation law even under pressure from

competitors, this obligation has significant gaps. First, the obligation does not apply when
obeying the law despite competitive pressure would jeopardize someone’s life by depriving them
of their only possible livelihood. Second, the obligation does not apply to laws that have been
supplanted by customs. Finally, though the argument for obeying resource allocation law may
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apply to some laws of other types, it does not apply to all laws. In particular, it does not apply to
laws that are beneficial but not essential either to the operation of business or to commitments all
human beings rationally must have. My Kantian argument for obeying resource-allocation law
does not exclude the possibility that there could be other grounds for obeying the law in these
cases. In light of the unfairness that lawbreaking by competitors puts on law-abiding businesses,
however, it is likely that businesspeople are sometimes justified in violating the law in response
to pressure from lawbreaking competitors.
Desperate circumstances
I have assumed that the death of a business does not normally result in the death of its
owners or of its employees. If a business with lawbreaking competitors fails because it obeys the
law, its respect for law typically will not cost anyone their life, even though it may cost people
their jobs or their investment returns. In dire economic circumstances, this assumption may not
be true. Suppose there are domestic laborers who have no other possible job opportunities and no
source of support other than work. Suppose most laborers in this market work “under the table.”
They do not pay income tax, and their employers do not pay payroll tax. The wage these workers
earn barely provides a subsistence. Domestic laborers who are unable to find an employer
willing to pay an above-market wage, one that covers taxes in addition to a subsistence post-tax
wage, will be unable to survive without breaking the law.
Kantian ethics does not require these workers to obey tax law at the cost of their own
survival. Natural duties constrain the possible content of artificial duties. One cannot make a
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morally valid promise to do something wrong.29 If one cannot take on an obligation to do
something wrong through one’s own decisions, one also cannot acquire an obligation to do
something wrong through other people’s decisions to impose that obligation. To maintain one’s
own life and the lives of one’s children is a natural duty. So there cannot be a moral obligation to
obey laws that require one to sacrifice one’s own life or one’s children’s lives, except when there
is a natural moral duty—a duty not created by law—that conflicts with the duty to preserve
oneself and one’s children.
Dead letter law
Sometimes, a resource allocation rule is encoded in law but widely ignored because it has
effectively been replaced by a custom. For example, Robert Ellickson’s study of property norms
in the ranching communities of Shasta County, California found that there were large differences
between the law and the culturally effective norms about who bears responsibility for building
and maintaining fences.30 Ranchers in Shasta County were justified in following local custom
rather than California law—both when local custom demanded more than the law and when it
demanded less. This justification for lawbreaking is not available when the law is broken by a
few competitors but widely accepted and followed in society as a whole. Suppose that a rancher
seeks to reduce his cost of raising cattle by grazing on neighbors’ property, in violation of laws
that are widely accepted as rules in the community but that are not effectively enforced. Because
this rancher can raise cattle more cheaply than law-abiding neighbors, he can lower his prices,
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which affects other ranchers’ sales. May other ranchers in this market defend their competitive
position by engaging in similar acts of trespass? Perhaps the victims of cattle trespass, if they are
themselves ranchers, are justified in grazing their cattle on the offending rancher’s land as a form
of self-help. But other ranchers competing with the law-breaking rancher are not justified in
defending their market position by trespassing on innocent third parties’ land. They necessarily
assert exclusive property rights of their own—to their cattle at least, if not to the exclusive use of
their land. It is both irrational and immoral to assert property rights against others while refusing
to respect others’ property rights.31
A parallel account applies to taxation. Again, tax is part of a society’s system of rules for
the allocation of resources. To withhold tax payments one owes is morally equivalent to stealing
from the public. What are people’s obligations when tax laws are not widely followed, however?
Much as customs about fence-mending supplanted law in Shasta County, a society can have
customs surrounding taxation that supplant the law on the books. Customs of tax payment
supplant law when these customs are widely acknowledged in a society as norms. Consider the
Italian norms Arthur Kelly reported in his 1977 case study.32 Italian tax authorities expected
firms to underreport their profits by 30 to 70 percent. They responded to a firm’s tax return with
a tax bill that was several times the amount shown on the return. Both the firm’s tax return and
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the authorities’ initial tax bill were merely initial offers in a negotiation. Customs regarding tax
payment had effectively replaced the law on the books.
Matters are different when some competitors violate a tax law that has not been
effectively been replaced by a custom. Suppose that a manager has reason to believe that some
firms, including competing firms, are cheating on their taxes (with impunity), but that the general
public continues to think that firms in this industry ought to pay their taxes as legally required.
Under these circumstances, there may be a pattern of law-breaking in the industry, but a pattern
of behavior does not constitute a custom. A custom involves a widespread belief about how
people ought to behave. For there to be a custom of underpaying taxes, this conduct must be
widely judged acceptable, not only by the people engaged in this conduct, but in the community
at large. If the public generally believes that firms ought to pay taxes as required by law, there
are no customs specifying tax responsibilities that differ from the legally defined tax system.
There is one socially relevant set of rules for the support of public goods, namely the rules set
out in law. Violating these rules is wrong, even to maintain the position of one’s firm against a
competitor. Every firm in a private property economy claims a right to exclude others from its
property. It is wrong to insist that others respect one’s firm’s claims to resources while refusing
to respect the government’s legally valid and socially recognized claim to resources.
Beneficial but non-mandatory cooperation
I presented my argument for obeying only a specific type of law under competitive
pressure, namely law that plays a direct role in defining rights to use physical or financial
resources free from substantial interference. The argument can be extended to some other areas
of law. It applies to law that is strictly necessary to achieving something to which person or every
businessperson rationally must be committed. All business requires the ability to make binding
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agreements and for there to be reasonably clear rules about when agreements are valid. If
universal ethical principles regarding the validity agreements are not sufficiently clear, then
business requires positive law of contract.33 Businesspeople thus have a moral obligation to
respect the law of contract.34 All people (including all businesspeople) need clarity about what
safety precautions they can reasonably expect others to take. To the extent that universal moral
norms fail to specify what people should do to respect others’ safety, we need tort law or public
safety regulations to specify what we owe to each other. Businesspeople are morally required to
respect tort law and to obey safety regulations, even under competitive pressure.
All that said, there are some types of law that do not serve purposes to which everyone,
or all businesspeople, rationally must be committed. Law can be both beneficial and desirable
without serving a critical function. Consider laws that regulate parking in a way intended to
maximize the efficient use of limited curb space. For example, it may be efficient for a city to
designate certain areas of curbside as one-hour parking, so that it will be easier for shoppers to
find parking in a commercial district. Though laws coordinating efficient uses of curbside are
useful, it would be morally permissible for a political community to choose not to have such
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laws. Few people, if any, engage in activities that strictly require widespread compliance with
these laws.
The behavior of competitors affects whether firms and their agents have a moral
obligation to obey laws organizing cooperation that is not morally or rationally mandatory but
that is beneficial for the community. If a firm’s competitors comply with laws organizing
cooperation that is socially beneficial but not rationally mandatory, the firm and its agents do
have an obligation to comply, at least if they accept the benefits of cooperation. Accepting the
benefits of cooperation involves normatively expecting others to follow the social rules required
to produce these benefits. If one normatively expects others to take themselves to have reason to
follow these rules, one should take oneself to have the reason to follow the rules as well.
Consider again the one-hour parking law. Among the people who benefit from this law are
people who drive trucks for moving companies. Moving truck drivers have an interest in having
regular turnover of parking in busy areas. If everyone or nearly everyone complies with the rules
limiting parking on busy streets to one-hour intervals, unless one gets a special permit for a
longer stay, everyone benefits, including the truck drivers. It would be wrong for an individual
driver to try to make faster deliveries by parking in violation of the rules that benefit everyone
while expecting others to comply with those rules.
Matters are different for the firm with law-breaking competitors. Suppose that one
moving company adopts a business model that is incompatible with the parking laws. This
company makes cross-country moves using a truck that makes multiple deliveries, and each
truck makes those deliveries as quickly as possible. Since the time required to make a delivery is
unpredictable, the company cannot give customers more than a day’s notice of delivery. Neither
the firm nor its customers can give a city parking authority the notice required to secure a special
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permit for parking more than one hour on a busy street. So the firm chooses to ignore one-hour
parking restrictions. Once this firm has started breaking the parking regulations, may other crosscountry moving firms operating in the same market follow suit? To follow parking regulations to
the letter would require scheduling deliveries several days in advance. To do that, a moving
company would need a less compressed delivery schedule. It would thus be unable to compete
on price with the firm that violates parking regulations and can thus compress its delivery
schedule. Must competitors of the law-breaking firm obey the parking regulations even if
(because of competitive pressure) obeying all parking regulations would result in the company’s
failure or a major loss of market share?
A moving company’s business requires the availability of parking, but it does not
absolutely require maximally fair and efficient parking. Its employees and its owners thus are not
rationally committed to general compliance with regulations that make street parking maximally
fair and efficient. These regulations are not essential in the way that the opportunity to have
publicly recognized and respected property interests is essential to business (and to many other
activities). So a moving company and its agents could coherently abandon the interest in
maximally fair and efficient parking. It is not wrong or irrational to decline to pursue maximally
fair and efficient parking if pursuing this good by complying with regulations would jeopardize a
firm’s market position or its continued viability. So a moving company is not required to cede a
competitive advantage to another moving company that is breaking parking laws. Once one
competitor defects, other firms may follow suit to protect their market position. Their aim is not
to free-ride, but to avoid making themselves “prey to others.” So it appears that firms and their
agents are sometimes justified in breaking the law. Or, at least, neither the Kantian argument, nor
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a fair play account, nor any defense of a merely pro tanto duty to obey the law can explain why
firms should obey the law in cases like this one.
The conclusion that firms are sometimes justified in breaking the law is uncomfortable.
Fortunately (from a non-anarchist’s perspective), the scope of the moral permission to break the
law under competitive pressure is limited. A wide range of legal requirements applicable to firms
are of not of this type, but of the type discussed earlier; they are laws that play a direct role in
allocating rights to use physical or financial resources free from substantial interference.
Consider overtime laws, such as the provisions of the U.S. Fair Labor Standards Act that require
employers to pay overtime to certain classes of workers. This is a prime example of an
incompletely enforced law. The effectively available remedies for a first offense are limited to
double back wages, court costs, and attorney’s fees.35 An unscrupulously profit-maximizing
employer may judge that the probability of successful enforcement (either via lawsuit or via a
federal enforcement action) is low enough that it is financially worth running the risk. Employers
thus face an ethical question whether to obey overtime law for reasons other than narrow selfinterest. Does the knowledge that many competing businesses violate overtime law justify an
employer in following suit?36
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The answer is no. Employers ethically must obey overtime laws, even if competitors
shirk these laws with impunity. Overtime laws are directly concerned with resource allocation:
they give certain classes of workers a right to receive certain resources from their employers
when certain conditions obtain. Even if non-payment of overtime cannot be prosecuted as theft,
calling it “wage theft” is morally fitting. Non-payment of overtime deprives people of resources
to which they are legally entitled. Firms necessarily claim rights to property, and they cannot
coherently demand that others respect their property rights unless they respect others’ legitimate
legal claims to resources. So it is wrong for firms to violate resource-allocation laws, including
the resource-allocation rules presented in labor law. Competitive pressure may justify firms in
breaking some relatively minor laws, but it does not justify breaking labor laws and other laws
that play a role in allocating economic resources between and among firms and individuals.37
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